MISKATONIC UNIVERSITY “DYER-LAKE” EXPEDITION
SUMMARY OF SELECTED ARKHAM and MISKATONIC SAILORS

Albrecht  Arkham. Active sailor.
Amato    Miskatonic. Lost at sea 1932.
Bodine   Miskatonic. Drank himself to death 1932.
Brewer   Arkham. Active sailor.
Buell    Miskatonic. Captain. Lost at sea 1932.
Bunting  Miskatonic, First mate. Lost at sea 1932.
Burburski Miskatonic. Lost at sea 1932.
Chin     Miskatonic. Retired 1931.
Cisco    Arkham. Died of malaria 1933.
Coffin   Arkham, Second Mate. Murdered 1931.
Dixon    Arkham, Fourth mate. Committed suicide during Panama Canal crossing on return voyage, 1931.
Douglas  Arkham, Captain. Retired 1931.
Duncan   Arkham. Died in a fire, 1933.
Grimes   Arkham. Active sailor.
Gunnarson Arkham. Dyer’s camp. Lake’s camp rescue. Retired 1933.
Hansen   Arkham. Whereabouts unknown.
Healy    Miskatonic. Died in bar fight, 1931.
Hutchins Miskatonic. Lost at sea 1932.
Ingebritsen Arkham. Active sailor.
Joshi    Miskatonic, Fourth mate. Active sailor.
Larsen   Arkham. Dyer’s camp. Lake’s camp rescue. Whereabouts unknown.
Lifezon  Arkham. Lost off the coast of Newfoundland 1933.
Lin      Miskatonic. Lost at sea 1932.
Mariconda Arkham. Active sailor.
Neely    Arkham. Retired 1933.
Ohannessian Miskatonic. Retired 1931.
Pearson  Arkham. Whereabouts unknown.
Pynchon  Arkham, First mate. Whereabouts unknown.
Ruch     Miskatonic, Second mate. Lost at sea 1932.
Stoll    Arkham. Whereabouts unknown.
Wasmuth  Miskatonic. Died of syphilis, 1931.
Watts    Miskatonic, Third mate. Arkham Asylum 1931.
Whipple  Arkham, Third mate. Active sailor.
Wykes    Arkham. Active sailor.
Yamamoto Miskatonic. Whereabouts unknown, possibly Japan.
Zyzniewski Arkham. Retired 1932, died 1933.

Note: In 1932, the barque Miskatonic was chartered by Candlebrow University for an expedition to the North Pole. It was lost in a storm shortly after crossing the Arctic Circle.